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Design of a combined Measurement and
Simulation Framework for Wireless Networks
Wireless communication is the key technology for
Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle to Infrastructure
(V2I) communication. Among the big challenges in
this field is to avoid overloading the wireless channel
when many nodes participate in the network and at
the same time to provide decent networking performance. This is particularly beneficial for safety applications which have to be aware of timely cooperative
awareness information transmitted via wireless communications — thus packet loss has a severe effect.
Research in this area builds mainly upon network and road traffic simulation to evaluate protocol behavior
in different scenarios. One of the most fundamental requirements of these simulation studies is that the
wireless communication channel is modeled in a very realistic way to represent the real-world environment.
To this end, simulation frameworks mainly provide a set of models which need to be carefully adjusted and
parameterized to the environment for which the simulation study should be performed. However, when
moving to specialized scenarios, e.g., Tractor-to-Tractor communication in the agricultural field [1], many
models available in simulation frameworks cannot easily be used as they are not designed for such specific use
cases. One option to tackle this problem is to develop novel simulation models for each required environment,
however this comes at the cost of complex validation and verification processes which are not scalable in
general.

Goals of the thesis
In the context of our investigations of vehicular communications in the agricultural field [1] we developed a
measurement framework which allows to observe important metrics for IEEE 802.11 wireless communication
in different scenarios. Further, the simulation framework Veins (written in C++ and based on OMNeT++) we
are using in some of our recent research supports realistic models of MAC and PHY for vehicular communication. The quality of simulations can be improved by combining recorded data traces from the measurement
framework with generalized models from the simulation framework. This way it is possible to easily create
trace-driven channel models which are adapted to the specific needs for the simulation study.
The main challenge is the selection of fitting channel metrics and the integration into the simulation framework such that the models can base their decisions on the measured data. Consequently, the data format
should be designed in a generalized form such that machine learning algorithms are also able to learn from
the measurement data in order to build channel models from it.
This thesis extends, (a) our measurement framework for wireless communications in order to, (b) build
trace-driven channel models for network simulation. The quality of the designed system is then evaluated
in different scenarios by performing real-world measurement campaigns.
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